A translation-coupling DNA cassette for monitoring protein translation in Escherichia coli.
A major challenge to using heterologous expression in metabolic engineering experiments is the inability to quickly dissect experiments that have failed at the stage of translating mRNA. While many methods of detecting proteins exist, methods that detect untagged proteins at low levels are limited. Here, we describe a method to quickly determine whether Escherichia coli is capable of expressing the product of any target gene by coupling translation of a target gene to a detectable response gene. A translational coupling cassette was designed to encode a mRNA sequence that forms a secondary structure in the absence of translation and contains the translational start sequence of a detectable response gene. The translational coupling method was successfully tested with fluorescent proteins and antibiotic resistance markers. Only when the target gene was fully translated was the response observed. Further characterization demonstrated that translational coupling functions at both low and high levels of expression and that the response signal is proportional to the amount of target gene product. The translational coupling system was used to determine that a large multi-domain enzyme was not actively translated in E. coli, to isolate the translation problems to the C-terminal domains, and to optimize conditions for expressing a codon-optimized sequence variant.